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WITNESS STATEMENT

Criminal Procedure Rules, r27.2; Criminal Justice Act 1967, s.9; Magistrates' Courts Act 1980, s.5b

Statement of: CARROLL, DAVID

Age if under 18: (if over 18 insert 'over 18') Occupation: FIRE OFFICER

This statement (consisting of 10 page(s) each signed by me) is true to the best of my knowledge and
belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have
wilfully stated in it anything which I know to be false, or do not believe to be true.

Signature: DAVID CARROLL Date: 10/12/2017

Tick if witness evidence is visually recorded El (supply witness details on rear)

This statement refers to my attendance at the Fire at Grentell Tower on the 13th to 14th June, 2017.

I make this statement in conjunction with notes I made on the I 4th June, at Paddington fire station after I

left the fire, and 1 exhibit these notes as DJC/1 , and notes I made a few days after the incident which I

exhibit as DJC/3.

I joined the fire brigade in 1986, I'm over my time as I have done my thirty (30) years. I started out at

West Norwood fire station and was there for about three (3) years, then I moved to Knightsbridge and

then to the West End, I was promoted at Twickenham from firefighter (FF) to lead FF, and then to

Chelsea and then became a watch manager (WM) at Fulham station and then to Lewisham, but the last six

(6) years I have been a watch manager on Lewisham's Command Unit (CU). I have been a WM for 15-16

years. Within my roles I have never been posted to the fire safety department. I would say that I am

competent in my role.

Command units roles are to offer support and advice at the scene of a fire, not to necessarily put out the

fire. Depending on your rank there is different training, for those who are on the command unit like

myself, we get extra training in the brigade, compared to the crews who deal with the physical side of

putting out the fire. Some of our training changed especially to do with high rise buildings after the

Lakanal enquiry. The Lakanal enquiry bought in new policies, and the command units where central to
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those changes. So therefore we get periodically extra training at our control centres, involving table top

exercises on how to implement the Fire Safety Guidance (FSG) policy, this is how we specifically deal

with people who are trapped. But we also do physical exercises too.

I have attended a number of high rise fires in my capacity as a fire fighter, and within all the ranks I have

worked throughout my career. The average high rise fire though is a single flat, it takes thirty (30) to forty

(40) minutes to put out, and getting casualties out, it is dealt with as any other residential fire. I have

never had to deal with any that are of real complexities, or come away feeling stretched or that I have

learnt a lot from. We do regularly go to small flat fires. This year we have attended three (3) flat fires,

which in brigade terms is pretty regularly. One of which was in Barking, the other in West Norwood, and

then in Plumstead. The only casualty was the one in Plumstead, who was the person who started the fire,

and was detained due to mental health issues. As fire fighters we are taught to a standard procedure on

how we deal with high rise incident, firefighters are taught that you take control of the lift, you ride the

equipment to a certain point in the building, to a forward command point, and then you as a firefighter

will be there with your BA, you would be underneath where the fire was, take the hose up to the floor

required, attack the fire from underneath. As an officer you are there to put that into place, a junior officer

is likely to be inside the building controlling the floor control point with the incident commander outside

of the building.

I have never attended Grenfell Tower before, or the area and estates prior to this incident in an operational

capacity. I was not aware of any pre prepared firefighting plan for Grenfell Tower, nor have I been

involved in any section 7(2) d familiarisation visits.

On the 13 June, 2017 I started my shift at eight (8) o clock at Lewisham Fire Station, I was riding

Command Unit (CU) 4, there were two (2) of us, Chris HALL and I. I was the driver for the shift. I

cannot remember if we had any calls before Grenfell Tower, but I know we were available when the

incident started. We have sleeping nights, so at about eleven (11) or twelve (12) I went to bed, so when

we received the call I was asleep. We received the call on our pager at 0209 hours, all the pager said was

a call to 40 pump fire at the address and map reference, and that is the only information you get. I

remember coming out and meeting Chris in the hallway, and we looked at each other, we had been called

to a forty (40) pump fire, which to us is unheard of, it just doesn't exist, that there must be a mistake. You
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immediately have things running through your head what it might be, terrorist related was one thought I

had. We then went to the printer on the ground floor where all the calls for the CU and the fire engines

come to, it is a printer message which gives you more information on the call, and it would give you

information of what appliances are attending, so this message was quite detailed with a lot of appliances

on there. In the brigade you are geographically mobilised, we were not aware at the time how many CU's

were attending, we saw that there were forty (40) pumps, but that there is no indication of how many

CU's were going. There were seven (7) CU's on duty across London that night, we found out later that all

CU were there, which just shows how way of the scale it was. What do you need seven (7) CU's for? But

as it turns out they were vital for this incident. Just as a point of reference it is not uncommon for a twenty

(20) pump fire to have three (3) CU there, and a twenty (20) pump incident is an awful lot of things to

deal with.

So we left Lewisham, Chris was navigating with an atlas, as our MDT only gives an overview, it is not a

sat nay. We headed towards the rendezvous point, which was Bramley Road, we travelled over Chelsea

Bridge, up Sloane Street towards Kensington and Chelsea and onto Holland Park Avenue, on route we

could hear radio messages coming through from Grenfell tower to our control, and the seriousness of the

whole thing started to click in at this point. We heard that it was a tower block, which again did not make

an awful lot of sense, because tower blocks are relatively simple in terms of size of the fire and what are

involvement is. They are not the biggest incidents you are likely to go to, they are very contained and you

don't need an awful lot of fire engines. One (1) fire engine will feed water into the building and that is

normally it, and after that it is just personnel. So there was something unusual about what we were going

to, I was thinking did something fly into the tower, but I did not hear anything like that on the radio. In

usual fires the incident commander will periodically send messages to update control and everyone else

what the incident is, what the scale is, how many more fire engines they made need, what is going on, and

how they are dealing with it, so normally every half an hour to an hour a message will be sent out over the

radio, some are very grand and give you the whole picture, and some will just say need an extra aerial

appliance, or we need more ambulances. Every now and then you will get the whole thing put together, so

you would have got a tower block, of this size with these dimensions and these are the people involved,

we got one of those informative messages on route, I think I can envisage what the message was, it would

have been just the scale of where the fire was at that stage. I can't remember in details what it told me but

it was an evolving fire at that point, and had been going on for a little while, the fact that they had
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immobilised a 40 pump fire, shows it had been going on for quite a while.

We were about half mile away when I had my first view of the tower, the angle that we were I could see

one side of the building was on fire and it was vertical, and then it seemed to be more horizontal towards

the top. The other side seemed from our view was fairly untouched, my hope, and what I thought at the

time may be involved was that the anti-bird netting over the side of the building was what had caught

alight, from a distance that is what it looked like, but the closer you got the more involved you could see

the fire was. But travelling towards the tower I could not see the whole tower due to the trees and houses.

We got to the start of BRAMLEY ROAD and it was absolutely confused and blocked, there were fire

engines, senior officer's cars, ambulances and police cars. It turned out that there were roadworks up

there anyway, so we would never have got to the point we wanted to get to. We made a few moves to try

and get closer to the tower, but it was absolutely impossible at this stage. Chris and I decided to park up

where we were, which was STDAR ROAD which we thought was about four (4) to five (5) hundred yards

from the tower. We packed in a bag, our fire gear, we threw into there what we think we will need, radios,

lots of tabards, clipboards. One of our jobs as a command unit is to make sure that all the command side,

whatever job people are doing is that they are identifiable. Therefore if you are in charge of safety for an

area or in charge of operations we would go round and make sure that they have a tabard so that they are

identifiable, they have different colours depending on your role, however specific jobs would be written

into the back of your tabard, like BA control.

We then made our way on foot, walking through, from our appliance to the tower, pavements everywhere

were confused and packed. I remember at the time, the seriousness of the incident, so many people were

out in the street with their pyjamas on, normally when you go to an incident you can see the people who

have come out from where the fire is, as they are the ones in their pyjamas, but everyone had come out, so

it was hard to say who had come away from the building, and who was just there out from their homes.

There was confusion between members of the public and the police, the police were trying to hold people

back, and people were becoming aggressive, the police were forcibly not letting people run back towards

the tower.

We went to the first command unit that we came across, as the normal procedure is to make your way to
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the central command unit and then find out from there what they want you to do.

The first command unit was about I 00 metres from the tower and was CU8 which was Fuiham command

unit, and let them know that we are there and see what they wanted us to do. At the command unit there is

one dedicated person whose job is to monitor the radio messages that go from the incident to control, he

sits next to a window where everyone arriving on scene of the incident will book in, he will take their

nominal role boards, so every appliance, every senior officer, everybody attending the incident will have

a role board and will give it to that person. The only person I remember being there and speaking to was

Mark KENTFIELD he is a watch manager. He was the person that gave Chris and I are jobs. He would

not have made that decision as such, but he would have known that the next CU to turn up this is what we

need.

The first job was to go away from there, and go to all the streets, and all the machines that are turning up,

and tell them to park up and just get breathing apparatus on and report to the leisure centre. So that is

what we did, for the first fifteen (15) to twenty (20) minutes, we wandered around the streets and any fire

fighters who were making their way to the tower, we sent them back to their machines, and got them to

get their breathing apparatus on first.

We go to the point where we had found every fire fighter we could that was not at the incident already,

we had arrived pretty late on into the fire so most of the fire fighters were already at the BA point, so we

may be covered about a two hundred (200) area around the streets, to make sure we had every machine,

as a few machines were still arriving. We spoke to another twenty (20) people, and communicated with

four (4) to five (5) machines. By now we had our fire gear on, we had radios on and we were listening in.

We on the command unit operate on channel 10 but the fire fighters and all the people doing the actual

firefighting, and the commanding of the firefighting they work on channel 1. Fire fighters in breathing

apparatus work on channel 6, so there is a difference in what we listen to compared to other people.

We made our way back to CU8 and asked them what do you want us to do now? They said go away and

go towards the tower, and give us a brief on what the command structure is at the moment, who is doing

what, where they are, and where we need people. I would say for the next thirty (30) minutes that was our

brief. The first place we went to was where all the breathing apparatus were, by the leisure centre. We
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found the guy who was in charge of the main BA control, so this person was basically gathering all the

crews finding out their qualifications, making sure they had all the equipment they needed, and that they

were there and ready and available. I do not know his name, as I did not write them down, but it was a

Station manager (SM), doing a really good job on the breathing apparatus control. There was about forty

(40) to fifty (50) BA personal readily available. There were no members of the public or casualties at the

leisure centre that I saw, we had the area to ourselves, it was a good advantage point.

We left him who was probably about thirty (30) to forty (40) metres from the base of the tower, and we

went closer into the base. What struck you was the people going in and out of the building, and that you

really got a sense of the scale of the whole thing. About ten (10) to fifteen (15) metres around the base of

the tower was under about twelve (12) inches of water, the amount of water that was getting sprayed,

everybody in the vicinity was getting seriously wet. At this stage there was a system that was working,

the police were using their shields to get people in and out of the building, and they used a roman style

system, to cover the top and cover the sides with their shields to protect everyone. There was all sorts

falling down, it was not just a matter of embers and plastic falling off, whole windows were coming

down, an awful lot of foam was falling down and pieces of cladding were falling, a lot of it was alight, a

lot of it was large sections, it was raining down, and getting in and out was dangerous at the time. Chris

and I grabbed a couple of officers, I think they were WM's just to put in place some safety measure. We

put tabards on these people, and told them to position themselves in places, just to make sure that when

people are going in and out they are doing it as safely as possible.

Also at the base of the tower there was the transfer of information about FSG. Information was being

collated in the area where I was outside of the building, the calls were coming in from members of public

through to control, and from control to CU7 (Wembley CU) and from there it was coming out to a point

near the building, before being transferred in. That point outside the building there were four (4) to five

(5) watch managers, who were dealing with this communication of FSG, it was a real tough job what they

were doing, but they were really on top of it, they wrote it all down and then they physically got that

information into the building to the people who were making the decisions of where to go. Chris and I

were assessing what was going on outside the building, and I went over to the VVM who had pads of

paper, I asked them a couple of questions, how many FSG calls you had? They came up with an answer,

how many people are will looking at being involved? They came out with an answer, so they did have
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control over what they were doing. I do not remember exactly how many they said but it was somewhere

in the reason of forty (40) to (50) people. We made sure they had enough pads to account for all the

information as for each page, the paper is quadrupled on carbon paper, so their pads do not last long.

At the base of the tower by an entrance, we had the main communication between what was going on

inside the tower and outside the tower. The information from the bridgehead, which is where our

command is inside the building, was coming to a guy called Pat DELANEY (WM), who was from

another command unit, CU2 from Islington. He then communicated to us what was going on inside the

building, who was in there, who the officers where, who was at the bridgehead, so we were collating that

information of who was doing what. Pat seemed very much on his own, we could not actually see Pat

from where we were as he was the other side of the building, there seemed like a lot of casualties coming

out from that side of the building too. On our side was the main entrance. Pat was in a precarious position,

he could not make his way from where he was to our side of the building, because of the amount of stuff

coming down. We were there for a while trying to secure that route, make that safe and to try and get an

idea of the command structure. Chris was writing it all down, so we now had from BA, how they were

getting into the building, there was a safety structure now set up on how to get into the building, Pat

DELANEY who was the communication between what was going on inside the building, and our incident

commander at the command unit back where we came from CU8, we had the information we needed.

This is where Chris and I split up, Pat was struggling to get information from where he was at the far side

of the building to CU8, which is where our incident commander was. He had communication with inside

the building, probably having another radio on channel one (1) but from him to CU8 was only about

hundred (100) metres, but he was still struggling to get that information back. I communicated to him

that, I am going to stay this side of the tower, any information you have, give it to me and I will take it to

CU8, to the incident commander, which is what I did, and that is where I was for the rest of the night.

Chris went to report back to CU8, and he went off and did something else, which was to do with

marshalling and gathering resources, a little bit further away from the incident.

Most of the communication that Pat was relaying to me was about BA, that we needed extra bits of kit,

we needed a number of BA control boards, we needed frames to fit them on, we needed emergency BA

resuscitations units. It was mainly with regards to our resources. There was different points of where

things were changing, the sighting of where our fire fighters were inside, possible movements of where
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they might be in half an hour, all of this was coming out. We had one period of which a message came

back that a BA crew had become isolated, that information is obviously important and I walked back to

CU8 to make sure it went to the IC. They were however accounted for a short time afterwards, and again

I walked back and made sure that the information was accounted for, I think it was a Bethnal Green crew.

Most messages I relayed back using channel 10. Because I was on channel 10 and I did not have a second

radio I was not privy to the talk of the operational side of things, my only link was through Pat

DELANEY who was getting information from inside to the CU. I was not privy to decision making talk

inside of the building.

Whilst I was stood at the base of the tower I never saw any casualties, I do not remember any fire alarms

sounding. There were lights on inside the tower, I may have seen shadows of people inside of the flats, I

never saw anybody fall, but you had an idea that there were people still in the flats. I never saw anyone

shout out help, help, help. I assumed that there were casualties coming out of the building, but may be

coming out from the other side of the building where Pat was. I saw a lot of London ambulance service

(LAS) crews up at the leisure centre that did not appear to be being used, and I was never told that we

needed more.

Where I had been standing throughout the night, the aerial was about thirty (30) metres from me. The

aerial was preserving a section of the building, to provide a water curtain to protect that part of the

building where the staircase was, that the crews were going up inside of the building. The aerial because

of all the debris falling could not get as close as it could do, but it would have never been in a position

that is was going to rescue from the higher floors up, due to the height and distance that it can travel.

The pump that was pumping into the dry riser, which was feeding the crews inside was also next to me,

the fire engine that was feeding that fire engine was up by the recreation centre. So during the time I was

there I was also dealing with a lot of issues around the water relay, and the water getting into the building.

The pumps were running out of durve, diesel, and we had to maintain that water supply going into that

building, it was vital feeding the dry riser which was feeding the crews inside. That was my next

communication with Chris who had access to durve resources. The fire engines just running their tanks

down, it must have been about four (4) or five (5) in the morning and the drivers were coming up to me

and saying we are getting a bit low now. How we normally overcome that in the fire brigade is that we

have an operational support unit (OSU) that will provide us with anything we need, there is half a dozen
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of those in London, so with regards to running out of diesel, they have got loads of canisters that they will

bring over. The problem was the water relay that was supplying the machines that I had next to me, there

was a relay beyond where we were that needed diesel as well, so every bit of diesel that was arriving on

scene was being soaked up further away than where we were, so through Chris we managed to get one of

these OSU directly to us, to feed our machines with diesel, and then he had a credit card and got them to

go to a petrol station to get more. They have a frame that is on wheels that can give you ten (10), forty

(40) litre containers of diesel, so we never ran out.

The dry riser whilst I was there never lost supply, I could not actually see the dry riser itself from where I

was standing, but we had the odd burst hose that was fixed. When the hoses burst, it completely ruptures

and you have water spraying out everywhere, so we have procedures to rectify this, we always have two

lines of hose going into a dry riser to feed it, which then feeds the hose into the building, so if one fails

the other one will maintain so you can repair, so you are never in a situation where you have no water. At

one point they wanted to take a hose from outside the building up to the 6th floor, I never found out the

reason why, but it meant laying out another 25 lengths of hose. It was never used, but there was snake

hose everywhere, and it needed fire fighters to lay it all out, which took a while.

I have drawn a diagram of where I was that night, and where the pumps, aerials, dry riser, FSG, BA

control and Pat were that night, which I exhibit as DJC/2.

Other things I was doing throughout the night, was at one point there was an issue where they did not

have enough police shields, so I grabbed an officer, he went away and came back and provided them. I

think they decided that every individual was going to have a circle shield, rather than forming a crew by

the fence so at least everyone had something, going above their heads.

Everything petered off from my side of the building from about 0730 hours until about 9 when I left. The

last hour, hour and a half where everything was dying down and petering off, people were still going in,

but things were more under control, the amount of hazards and stuff coming down was less. At that point

I was starting to figure out how much I was needed, everything seems to be in place and running by that

point.
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Other than the arc of the building at the base that the aerial was protecting, the rest of the building was

either blackened, fallen away. There was still firefighters going inside the building, but the outside was

burnt away. I heard stories from crews coming out, talking how difficult it was inside that there were a lot

of casualties, and a lot of casualties still inside the building, that there has got to be more than 40

casualties, but it is only from what people had seen going into the building, and coming back out again,

never an actual count up of this is how many people are involved. Even when we left that afternoon there

was never any idea of people involved, only guessing. I do not know what floor the fire fighters inside go

to, I could see the ground floor and I could see where the landing was as it was a large glass sheeted base

of the tower. But I did not move much from that area. We never really had people traffic where we were.

At about nine (9) I left where I was, it was never a case of being relieved from what I was doing because

when I left the position there was no need for someone to be there. The big issue at the time was that the

longer, higher aerial had arrived for an outer Surrey brigade, and they were in the position of swapping

that over with the aerial that was already there. Other crews, day time crews were now arriving, so we

were dealing with personal carriers, taking people, getting them out of there. There were certain

individuals that I met in the morning, for the first time of the night not realising that they had been inside,

most of the night, at the real sharp end. They came out in different levels of shock, and pleased to be out.

I never really got a true idea of the scale of what they had been through.

The fire personnel I saw coming out who had been there all night were, WELSH a Group Manager and

GOLDBORNE, I had seen WELSH throughout the night, as he had been out of the tower, at least once.

At one point they were looking at relocating there bridgehead point, he asked me to set up an area where

they could relocate to, he came out and looked at it, but where they were inside the building was better

than coming out. I saw WM Paul WATSON from Hammersmith, he came out, and Brian O'KEEFE

Danny COTTON was also walking around chatting to people by this point too, she was very much

keeping abreast of what was going on out on the fire ground, checking up on people, to my knowledge

she would not have made any decisions on the night, how the incident was carried out.

I walked back to CU8, and asked if there was anything else that needed doing, I cannot remember who I

spoke to. I asked where Chris was, and they said Chris was up at LADBROKE GROVE, he was dealing

with all incoming machines, the new rendezvous point, about 400-500 hundred yards from the tower. I
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went back to CU4 and got changed, I threw my socks away, as everything was soaked. I made contact

with Chris and he said it was a bit manic and he was in need of a machine, so I said I would try to bring

ours over to him. I got about half way to him and gave up as there was another unit or police car that had

blocked the road off. It had taken me so long to get too that point and there was no-one there, no keys. I

parked up and walked up to Chris, and by the time I got there another unit was with him, Barking CU3. I

waited there with Chris until he got relieved I think by a Group Manager.

Where we were in Ladbroke Grove members of the public were setting up tables, giving out sandwiches,

donations, people were bringing food. People from shops and local banks were bringing loads of stuff.

There were four (4) or five (5) tables full of food. I remember a little lady came up to me and said would

you like to have a sausage roll, and to have something warm inside of me was just, heaven, it was

amazing,

We left there about 2pm in the afternoon, by then we had all been told that everyone is to go to

Paddington to give a quick brief, write some notes, as we do not write logs at the time, and to have five

(5) minutes with counselling, which we did. So I drove Chris and I, Fulham's crew and Barking's Crew to

Paddington. As we left the Tower It looked like a bombed out building, it was black, smouldering, bits of

fire occurring now and again, you might see a flash, and a certain floors was still alight, sometimes two

(2) to three (3) floors still alight. It was still lighting and going out constantly, it looked more like a scene

from a war film than a burnt out building at this stage. As far as fire fighters are concerned the smoke was

now the right colour it was white, not black anymore, but still a lot of it pouring out over London. I never

thought when I looked at the building ah that's the reason why that is happening, it was obviously unusual

what had happened but I never at any point thought that is obviously the reason why.

Once we finished at Paddington I dropped Fulham's crew off, and we got back to Lewisham at about

seven (7) in the evening. Our blue watch that were on shift then took the Barking crew back.

The command structure that night would be the same for any major incident, the incident commander, or

Silver was at CU8, he was a Deputy Assistant Commissioner (DAC) but I cannot remember his name.

The next two senior ranked officers that I saw was WELSH and Pat GOLDBORNE who was at the

bridge head making all the decisions, inside of the tower, then station managers (SM) who would have
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certain tasks like dealing with the FSG and BA. Then watch managers (WM) and then the fire fighters

(FF) in their BA kits. Gold would be remote, so they would be officers who were deciding the way

forward in the fire brigade, and then bronze in the bridgehead, the firefighters that put into place the

decisions.

The stay put policy is when the brigade tells people to remain where they are, and we will make contact

with them, rather than releasing everyone from their flats and then trying to make their own way out. I am

aware that the policy can be changed, but operationally speaking I do believe the stay put policy works,

because it gives us a chance to perform what we do, and keeps people in the safe place ninety nine (99)

out of hundred (100) times. To my knowledge this policy did not change on the night, however if it had it

would have been up to the incident commander.

When I left I was proud of how we had done, I never felt that we had let anyone down, and I can honestly

say that, not true of every incident you go to, but this incident I was very proud of how we done.

Certainly more officers on duty that night, it might of, or it may not have made a difference, but might

have made things easier to handle, but again my role is superficial, the people inside may have had a

different story, we had enough FF as far as I could see, we had all CU there which was great, that

decision was fantastic because you will never have enough senior officers on that night because that's the

way it is, but what you had with 7 CU and 14 more officers who added their bit to it, and if they had not

been there they would have really struggled.

I remember as a young firefighter at the training centre asking why do we not have inflatables or nets at

the bottom, and basically because they don't work, you would have to set them up and put them into

place, it was never seen as a way forward. Helicopters would not work in a high rise incident, I'm not

sure what they could do, as people would not be able to get out on the roof and be rescued by them as

helicopters cannot fly with thermals going up. The BA kits do not really give you long enough to put out

a fire, if you went to any of those floors the fire would normally be put out in forty (40) minutes, then you

would have a few minutes to go up and come down again, therefore you would not have time, so there

could be consideration given to bigger oxygen tanks, but then there are limitations with this. Although

they would have more oxygen, thought would have to go into the exposure to the heat, and exhaustion

suffered from having heavier, bigger tanks. There has been some discussion on sprinklers, I have never
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seen sprinklers in a high rise building, never experienced a fire being put out by sprinklers, so no

experience or knowledge to say, if you had sprinklers small fires could be put out quicker. If that is the

case then obviously it would be the way forward, but I don't know how practically that would work. I

have been to an awful lot of blocks of flats where certain parts have been vandalised, I worry that

sprinklers would go the same way, so practically I don't know how it would work.

The cladding if indeed is flammable well that just sounds stupid, however I have not been to many fires

that the outside is on fire, if you do have cladding for insulation you would hope it is not flammable.

However the spread of the fire was predictable if you think what was alight, it went upwards, as Lakanal

it was unpredictable, it ignited underneath.

There was obviously never going to be enough officers on duty on a night shift in the London fire brigade

to account for the amount of jobs that needed doing, now that is not a criticism of the brigade, that is to

account for the fact if you had double the amount you had you would still never have enough. So all the

jobs that were needed to do were taken up and done by people, the fact that a lot of officers were not

relieved half way through the night is an indication of not enough officers. When I saw that the officers

who were inside making the decisions come out in the morning, and they had been in there since the start

of the incident, say twelve (12) until seven (7) in the morning, it was trauma for them. It is hard from

experience, knowing that you are so into it, and focused, and trying to stay on top of your bit, to do that

for a few hours is quite taxing. To that level to that extent must have been very, very hard.
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